“Key areas where Chain Snatching occurs in Delhi”
(Collective inputs of over 60,000 citizens in Delhi Police-Citizen Law & Order communities)
1. One such road is in Vasant Kunj behind D-2 and in front of Anand Modern, Bhawani
Kunj. Morning walkers and people using the road late in the evenings are the target.
2. Chain snatching happens at underground crossing at late hours -Lajpat Nagar to
Defence colony
3. Such incidents have been reported near Sports Complex / M block -T section, Saket
4. Chain snatching incident happen frequently in Shakti Vihar colony of Badarpur
5. 3-4 incidents of chain snatching have recently been reported near Balaji Baboosa
Mandir, Sector-24, Rohini
6. In Sector-16, Rohini, Delhi, the area falls under PS K.N. Katju Marg, snatching is usual
matter in the morning time whenever people comes out from their house
7. There are frequent chain cases in Mukherjee Nagar Area, especially on the road
towards Nehru Vihar in evening time
8. Vikaspuri D-Block in front of Kamal Public school and Park behind Jupiter Market chain snatching incident occur almost every week
9. Chain snatching is a common day affair on north avenue road in Punjabi Bagh
10. Many chain snatchings happen in Uttam Nagar west, near Mahindru hospital
11. There are many cases of chain snatching in the Sheesh Mahal District Park, Shalimar
Bagh during early morning hours
12. Chain snatching is rampant in the surroundings of Sector-9, especially near plot-9
and also other sectors of Dwarka
13. These incidents have frequently been happening on service roads in Sector 22 and
Sector 23 Dwarka New Delhi
14. Many cases reported early morning in Dwarka outside plot 13 Sector 22 near Amul
Milk outlet by motor cycle borne miscreants
15. Many chain snatching are happening in service Roads near crossing where the
snatcher find it easy to speed away in opposite direction at the crossing particularly
of Sector 6, 7, 1 & 2 Dwarka
16. UP-Link road from Mayur Vihar Metro Station till Noida border also has had many
such instances
17. In Mayur Vihar Pocket 1, the area to the North of the overhead water tank around
the main park is favourite ground for chain snatchers
18. Chain snatching is also known to happen frequently at Vasundhara Enclave DDA
market as well as Plaza market.
19. Chain snatching incidents are a regular near Prasad Nagar Lake.
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